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ABSTRACT  

The concept of Regional Innovation System (RIS) builds upon an integrated perspective of 

innovation, acknowledging the contribution of knowledge production subsystem, regulatory 

context and enterprises to a region’s innovative performance. Science and Technology parks 

can act as a platform to the production of knowledge and its transfer to the economy in the 

form of spin-offs or simple knowledge spillovers, enhanced by the co-location of R&D 

university centers and high technology enterprises on site. Although reflecting mainly a 

science push perspective, they may constitute central nodes in an infrastructural system of 

competitiveness that articulates other entrepreneurial location sites and bridges Universities 

to the economy in a more efficient and effective way, being crucial to increasing technology 

transfer and interchange speed, promoting the technological upgrading of the regional 

economy. In this paper we discuss the importance of Science and Technology Parks in the 

building up of a Regional Innovation System, promoting the technological intensification of 

the economy, a more effective knowledge transfer and sharing and the construction of 

competitive advantages, with particular importance in follower regions facing structural 

deficiencies. We oppose to the predominant closed paradigm, which understands science 

parks’ role in a narrow and “enclavist”, arguing in favor of an open and “integrative” 

paradigm where the interconnection to other infrastructures and agents boosts the park’s 

performance and upgrades the regional economies competitiveness infra-structures and 

innovation capability. We further stress the importance of science parks in signaling 

capabilities and hence attracting R&D external initiatives, namely, R&D FDI. 

 

Keywords: Science Parks; New technology-based firms; Innovation; Regional Policy 

JEL Codes: O31, O33, O38, R58 
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1- INTRODUCTION 

The concept of Regional Innovation System (RIS) builds upon an integrated perspective of 

innovation, acknowledging the contribution of knowledge production subsystem, regulatory 

context and enterprises to a region’s innovative performance. The regional approach stresses 

the importance of proximity to maximize synergies and spillovers, highlighting the need for 

deepening collaboration and networking to innovation. The importance of easing technology 

transfer to the productive system emerges as a policy priority. 

Science and Technology parks can act as a platform to the production of knowledge and its 

transfer to the economy in the form of spin-offs or simple knowledge spillovers, enhanced by 

the co-location of R&D university centers and high technology enterprises on site. Although 

Science Parks reflect mainly a science push perspective, they may constitute central nodes in 

an infrastructural system of competitiveness that articulates other entrepreneurial location 

sites and bridges Universities to the economy in a more efficient and effective way, being 

crucial to increasing technology transfer and interchange speed, promoting the technological 

upgrading of the regional economy. However, literature revealed that this bridging 

perspective follows a closed view that neglects the need to articulate a science park with 

different infrastructures and organizations. This set the ground for our motivation because in 

lights of the systemic approach to innovation, science parks role still follows a linear 

conception of innovation, frequently bearing only a science push approach and thus limiting 

its structuring regional effects. Hence, our goal in this paper is to discuss the importance of 

Science and Technology Parks in the building up of a Regional innovation system, promoting 

the technological intensification of the economy, a more effective knowledge transfer and 

sharing and the construction of competitive advantages. Hence, in the first section we start by 

discussing the definitions and different typologies of science and technology parks. In the 

second section, we discuss where science parks stand on the traditional debate on “science 

push” and “demand pull” as well as what is their role in a set of regional competitiveness 

infra-structures. In the third section we explore the role (but also the possible failures) of 

science parks in the specific context of follower and laggard regions. Finally, we present our 

preliminary conclusions in terms of the role of science parks, illustrating in interfacing 

science to economy and also as a propeller of structural change. 
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2- SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY PARKS: TUNING THE CONCEPT 

The first science park dates back to 1950 and was established in Stanford, United States. 

Cambridge Science Park was the first European example to be established still in the 60s. 

Nevertheless, it was only in the 80s that this concept became popular as a policy instrument 

designed to promote technological transfer between universities and other research facilities 

and firms. Storey and Tether (1998) accounted for 310 science parks in 15 European Union 

Countries. This boom aimed to promote reindustrialization, regional development and 

synergies (Castells and hall, 1994). However, even though this policy instrument’s increasing 

popularity, its concept is still blurred (Hanson et al., 2005), creating confusion with other 

concepts like technopole, technology park, innovation centre or even business park 

(Stockport, 1989). In this section we review the different concepts proposed for science park 

and identify essential characteristics that distinguish science parks from other typologies. 

The International Association of Science Parks define this concept as “an organization 

managed by specialized professionals, whose main aim is to increase the wealth of its 

community by promoting the culture of innovation … a science park stimulates and manages 

the flow of knowledge and technology amongst universities, R&D institutions, companies and 

markets; it facilitates the creation and growth of innovation based companies through 

incubation and spin-off processes; and provides other value-added services together with high 

quality space and facilities”. The UK Science Park Association (UKSPA provides a similar 

definition defining science park as “a cluster of knowledge-based businesses … associated 

with a centre of technology such as a university or research institute”. According to the 

UKSPA (1996), science parks’ goals include the encouragement and promotion of New 

Technology Based Firms (NTBF), the creation of an environment that may attract 

international R&D facilities and linking the science park to the university’s reservoir of 

technology.  

UNESCO’s definition states that a science park is “an economic and technological 

development complex that aims to develop and foster the application of high technology to 

industry,… formally linked a centre of technological excellence, usually a university”. Thus, 

science parks would be a platform to establish a set of links between firms and universities, 

thus providing access to knowledge and fostering technology transfer.  
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According to UNESCO, a science park aims at promoting the cooperation of Universities and 

industry in R&D activities, fostering the creation of NBTFs, stimulate technology transfer and 

constitute a space of close interaction between firms and with R&D centers. Link and Scott 

(2006) use the definition of the National science Board that acknowledges science parks as a 

“cluster of technology-based organizations that locate on or near a university campus in order 

to benefit from the university’s knowledge base. The university not only transfers technology 

but aims to develop knowledge more effective given the association with tenants…”. 

Stockport (1989) highlights the infrastructural aspect of a science park, namely the close 

geographical proximity to universities, the low ratio of buildings with high quality design and 

landscaping. In the “software” aspect, Stockport (1989) states that a science park must 

provide a comprehensive range of services to support NBTFs, as well as accommodate firms 

with high level of R&D and low level of in-park manufacturing. The support to NBTFs also 

lays in the centre Bakouros et al. (2002) definition which describes science parks an 

infrastructure in the proximity of universities, which provides a range of administrative, 

logistic and technical services and most importantly, convey a technology transfer function. 

More recently, Monck et al. (1998) defined a science park as a property based infrastructure 

with close links to university, designed to promote knowledge-based firms through the 

provision of technology transfer and business support services to firms. The United States 

Association of University Science Parks (AURP) also stress the property dimension, stating 

that a science park (in this case, university owned) convey a planned land, buildings and a 

range of support services designed for R&D activities by public and private organizations and 

high technology firms. It should have a formal link to a university or research centre of 

excellence, promoting its link to industry and the interactions between firms and the 

university in terms of R&D cooperation and technology transfer. 

In simpler terms, Link et al. (2003) defined science park as “an infrastructural mechanism for 

transferring technologies from universities to firms”. Also focusing the infra-structural 

dimension, Phan et al. (2005) define science parks as property-based organizations with an 

administrative centre which goal is to promote knowledge  production and interactions that 

promote NBTFs. Asheim and Coenen (2005) defined science parks as planned innovative 

milieu comprising firms with a high level of competences. The role of these infrastructures is 

to provide proximity between academic organizations and firms and thus promoting 

interactions and formal and informal links (Hanson et al., 2005).  



In light of these examples, it is clear that there is no consensual definition on science parks 

(Fukugawa, 2005). Nevertheless, some essential and common features may help clarify the 

concept. In terms of objectives of a science park, it must foster technology transfer from 

universities or other research centers to firms stimulate start-ups and spin-offs and ultimately 

cater for reindustrialization and boost regional innovative performance. In terms of 

characteristics, a science park, university owned or not, must have formal links with relevant 

knowledge production infrastructures, providing a low construction density high quality 

infrastructure and a range of services that support innovation and firm NBTFs. Finally, 

science parks must restrict access to knowledge intensive activities. Table 1 synthesizes the 

main features of a science park resulting from our literature review. 

 

 
Table 1: Synthesis of the most important features regarding science park’s concept. 

However, in what way do these features distinguish science parks from other typologies? 

According to Stockport’s (1989) survey, research parks constitute an overlapping typology to 

science parks, with a small possible distinction on not conveying a direct dependency on a 

University. Technopoles, the French approach, differentiate themselves from science parks in 

scale and scope (Oh, 1995).  A technopole is a far more ambitious project, comprising a 

completely new settlement, involving the setting up of an industrial site, research institutions 

and also a residential component. It is the creation of complete new city, following a concept 

similar to an innovation hub. Its larger scale makes them, usually, a national rather than a 

regional political endeavor (Oh, 1995). 

An Innovation Centre is an infrastructure built on a restricted space, usually an industrial 

building where a more emphasis is placed on innovation instead of invention. Though a 
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science park aims to tap university’s knowledge, concentrate R&D and translate it into 

innovation, the focus on innovation is not so intense than in an innovation centre. A 

technology park is a property development that presents similarities to science parks in terms 

of the high technology profile of its tenants. However, it does not necessarily have a link to a 

university and is far less restrictive in terms of accommodating production facilities rather 

than just R&D centers. A Science and Technology park is a typology that mixes the concept 

of a science park but is less restrictive in terms of tenants, allowing for the installment of 

small production units but still carrying a strong focus on R&D. 

A high quality business park may present a low construction density but usually does not 

accommodate technological infrastructures, nor is near or closely linked to a university or to 

other research centers. Still, it is a quality property that conveys some amenities and facilities, 

thus distinguishing itself from a less qualified and dense industrial area. Table 2 summarizes 

the main distinctions between science parks and these other typologies. 

 

 
Table 2: Distinctive features of other infrastructures in relation to the science park’s concept

Finally, figure 1 resumes the distinction between science parks and other infrastructures in 

terms of position along the R&D spectrum. 
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Figure 1: Science Parks and other typologies along the R&D Spectrum line. 

 

3- ASSESSING SCIENCE PARKS PLACE AND EFFECTIVENESS ON A RIS: LITERATURE REVIEW 

AND DISCUSSION 

The perception of Science parks as seedbeds for innovation (Felsenstein, 1994) and promoters 

of systemic industry-university cooperation and NBTFs (Asheim and Coenen, 2005), put this 

type of infrastructure on the political agenda on regional innovation policies. This explains the 

proliferation of science parks across developed countries, in spite of increasing doubts 

regarding their actual effectiveness and value added. In this section, we review the literature 

on science parks, highlighting the discussion on where science parks stand in terms of 

innovation process conception, role among the institutional and infrastructural framework of a 

RIS framework and also discussing their effectiveness. 

A science park is supposed to enable a higher return on university R&D through the 

commercialization, transfer and spin-offs promotion. In a sense this is a view founded on a 

linear conception of innovation (MacDonald and Deng, 2004, Hanson et al., 2005) and 

leaning towards a science push policy type. According to Hanson et al. (2005), the science 

park is usually perceive in a narrow and closed way, as an infrastructure where the simple 

proximity to a university will allow firms to innovate and profit on that knowledge, 

disregarding the relevance of interactions and dynamic learning processes among tenants. 

Quintas et al. (1992) had already pointed out the flaws on the conception of such parks not 

only in terms of the linear conception of innovation, but also in terms of the closed 

perspective on this infrastructure. This “enclave” perspective neglected the importance of 

articulating science parks with other infrastructures and firms off park and the RIS in general.  

In essence, a science park follows a science push perspective, assuming that knowledge 

production access will lead to innovation and its economic exploitation. In other words, and in 

line with the underlying linear conception of innovation, a science park would be a platform 
7 
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where the knowledge and basic research outputs of Universities would be tapped by firms that 

would undertake applied and experimental research and ultimately, innovate (Quintas et al., 

2002). But even when considering the importance of networking, science parks are still 

implemented following a science push approach. Löfsten and Lindelöf (2005) state that it is 

assumed that providing the science park infrastructure and the knowledge base will be enough 

to enable firms to establish the necessary networks and develop.  Westhead (1997) 

synthesized this perspective claiming that science parks were based on the assumption that 

innovation is a result of scientific research and that parks are the perfect “habitat” to catalyze 

the transformation of pure research into innovation and production. The poor results of 

different science parks, even though literature is focused in frontier and fast catching-up 

regions, have highlighted the need to balance the science push perspective with a demand pull 

consideration (Watkins-Mathys and Foster, 2006). If the return on R&D, especially, public 

R&D must be maximized, Watkins-Mathys and Foster (2006) state that governments need to 

pay more attention to entrepreneurship in the process of innovation and technology transfer. 

This is extensive to the promotion of technological spin-offs, to the attraction and clustering 

of external R&D initiatives (from multinationals but also from public and nonprofit 

institutions) and also to off-park firms. In follower regions, the demand pull consideration 

seems to us even more pressing since the regional economies specialization is usually 

characterized by industries locked in trajectories, with limited absorptive capacity. 

Furthermore, an effort to aid the development of emerging sectors should lead to a 

concentration of resources rather than a profusion of initiatives of a wide sectoral spectrum. 

This policy direction should take into consideration the demand characteristics, establishing a 

proximity relationship of firms to universities that goes beyond the mere spatial dimension.  

It is important to understand how a science park infrastructure fits in the RIS concept, namely 

in terms of the different taxonomies proposed by Asheim and Coenen (2005) and the potential 

roles. 

Science parks are a regional innovation policy instrument that aim to promote interactions and 

technology transfer, thus stimulating innovation and growth. These infrastructures have also 

been described as seedbeds for innovation (Felsenstein, 1994) bearing a regional embedded 

focus.  

Despite the booms of science parks during the 80s and the 90s (Bakouros et al., 2002) the 

discussion on their actual effectiveness in enhancing innovation performance and accelerating 
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the emergence of new technology intensive clusters has been subject to intense criticism and 

discussion.  

Massey et al. (1992) defined science parks has an high tech fantasy that actually had a small 

effect on promoting technology transfer, linking universities to industry or enhancing the 

performance and growth of NBTFs. Westhead’s (1997) survey on NBTFs on and off a 

science park concluded that there was no significant differences I terms of R&D intensity. 

More recently, Bakouros et al. (2002) in a rare analysis of a follower region concluded that 

science parks in Greece presented poor results in terms of cooperation and networking. 

Hanson et al. (2005) attribute these poor results to the misconception of the innovation 

process presiding the science park which lead to the neglecting the support in terms of 

managerial skills to University spin-offs. Hence, different studies have challenged the 

catalytic role that a science park would supposedly convey on a region. Nevertheless, though 

we must acknowledge that there have been poor results, other studies have confirmed that a 

science park can be an effective tool of regional development. Fukugawa (2006) states that 

NBTFs located on a science park have a higher propensity to participate in joint research with 

other institutions. Similarly, Löfsten and Lindelöf (2002) assessed positively the performance 

of Swedish Science Parks, stating that the parks milieu had a positive impact on the growth of 

sales and employment. Also Squicciarini (2008) acknowledges a superior performance of 

firms located in Finish science parks. Hence, the controversy is still ongoing. However, some 

insights have been provided by literature and we will also put forward some possible 

explanations for the limited effects of science parks. Castells and Hall (1994) attribute the low 

performance on science parks to the low density of firms. Low managerial skills of 

universities regarding technology transfer and NBTF’s support (Bakouros et al., 2002) 

together with flawed conception of the innovation process (Quintas et al., 1992) may account 

for at least part of these bad results. To these explanations we further ad two. On one hand, 

for NBTFs it is important to identify proximity demand. Science parks development has 

targeted mostly less developed territories where low levels of cooperation exist. The disregard 

of the demand pull, namely, the creation of a technological market, may hinder the 

developments of NBTFs and negatively affect science parks’ performance. On the other hand, 

a closed and restrictive view of the role of a science park has presided its implementation 

policy. Even empirical assessments have mostly focused on the within impact of a science 

park, not paying much attention to its role beyond the physical boundaries or the relevance of 

articulating it with a set of other regional knowledge infrastructures. In following, Hanson et 
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al. (2005) argue that maybe science parks role is to cater the development of the social capital 

required to enable future networking.  

In the next section, we propose an open framework to reposition the science park role in the 

context of a RIS, highlighting the articulation with other institutions. Thus, we propose an 

open approach, opposite to the previously described closed conception, that stresses the 

networked and systemic approaches to institutional strengthening policies, further discussing 

the roles of a science park in promoting regional innovation, growth and structural change. 

We also analyze the potential difficulties arising in follower regions and operationalize the 

need to complement demand pull with science push.  

 

4- THE ROLE OF SCIENCE PARKS IN FOLLOWER REGIONS INNOVATION STRATEGIES 

Our literature review highlighted important issues that we take here into consideration. First, 

science parks conceptual framework is commonly built on a closed science push perspective, 

ignoring the insights of the systemic and dynamic learning characteristics of innovation. The 

closed framework makes parks “enclaves” and not a structuring instrument for a region, 

lacking integration and articulation with the remaining organizations of a RIS.  

Second, science parks primary goal appears to be the incubation and fostering of NBTFs. 

However, its closed perspective neglects the importance of combining demand pull aspects in 

an innovation policy framework that provides these firms the crucial proximal demand.  

Finally, like in general happens in RIS literature, the focus has been on frontier or close 

follower regions (Bakouros et al., 2002).  

Hence, in this section we try to operationalize an integrated innovation strategy that uses 

science parks has an important structuring element, but following an open and articulated 

perspective, also discussing the roles that these instruments may have in the core of an 

innovation strategy devising for follower regions.  

Arguing against the closed perception of a science park, we uphold that science parks must 

follow an open paradigm, being a focal point for Universities, research laboratories, firms, 

NBTFs, venture capital and other financial institutions, regional government agencies and 

vicinity business parks. In follower regions, given its structural deficiencies, it is imperative to 

cluster and network the few resources available, thus repositioning science parks as one of the 

cornerstones of an innovation policy. Science parks should act as a platform that converge 



different organizations, interconnecting agents and thus enhancing interactions. The links to 

research institutions must not confine itself to the leading university since a science park must 

look forward to tap into other relevant knowledge reservoirs. It must convey the role of 

promoting regional technological diffusion, interlinking with business parks and thus 

upgrading the latter tenants’ innovative potential.  

 

The creation of a regional system of interconnected technological infrastructures will boost 

follower regions performance and allow minimizing the structural deficiencies these regions 

usually face. One of the main goals of a science park is to stimulate knowledge transfer from 

Universities to firms which is particularly relevant in follower regions. In fact, usually these 

regions present a divorce between the entrepreneurial sector and Universities. This 

disconnection is amplified by the specialization patterns frequently based on supplier-

dominated industries, suffering from severe lock in problems and low technological 

absorptive capacity. Thus regional innovation policies must address the need of structural 

change as well as promote the technological upgrading and knowledge incorporation of 

existing industries. Under this perspective, a science park can be a central structuring element, 

increasing the return on public R&D and innovation output. The contributions of a science 

park in terms of structural change can be accounted on three levels: promotion of start-ups, 

technology transfer and clustering of external R&D initiatives. 

Traditionally, a science park is perceived as a larger scale incubator that should stimulate 

university spin-offs and other technological start-ups by providing a comprehensive business 
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support. The fostering of NBTFs would contribute to the a transformation of the regional 

economic specialization profile, accelerating striuctural change. Nevertheless, we argue that 

this science push perspective must be integrated in a regional policy that also comprises a 

demand pull focus. In particular, for follower regions where often there is a reduced 

technological market given the supplier dominated economic profile, creating demand for 

these NBTFs development and growth is very important. This can be achieved by directing 

public demand to these firms, for instance, by widening e-government platform.  

We further argue against the narrow and closed perception of the boundaries of a science 

park. The science park’s potential over regional economy does not end on the parks walls. We 

propose an integrated innovation strategy that articulates science parks with other laboratories 

and also with firms’ located off-park. Hence, this infrastructure should promote transfer and 

commercialization of knowledge beyond the park’s boundaries and contribute to the 

intensification of the knowledge incorporation across the regional economy.  

Science parks may also carry an important role in the clustering of external initiatives which 

can be a major scope for RIS implementation in follower regions. Frontier regions have built 

RIS in a international context in which locations of R&D activities largely relied on 

endogenous initiatives. Since the 90s, foreign direct investment flows in R&D have increased 

significantly and changed their scope (e.g. Serapio and Dalton, 1999, Meyer-Krahmer and 

Reger, 1999, Kuemmerle, 1999, Gerybadze and Reger, 1999 and Hedge and Hicks, 2008). 

Even though multinationals global R&D investments are still mostly focused on developed 

countries (Meyer-Krahmer and Reger, 1999), these flows are now being extended to less 

developed regions (e.g. Indian ICT cluster in Bangalore - Kumar, 1996). The role of science 

parks in attracting these initiatives is a signaling one. Public driven R&D and the investment 

in higher education as allowed some follower regions to develop important human capital 

stocks. Follower regions thus may possess excellence in some fields and also a significant 

cost advantage, creating the perfect scenario for attracting multinationals R&D laboratories. 

The demonstrating research excellence may be accomplished through science parks NBTFs 

success, signaling the scientific regional capacity and the economic potential of the 

knowledge base. This is the insight we derive from the Cambridge science park evolution. 

According to Druille and Garnsey (2000) both the Cambridge Science Park and the Grenoble 

infrastructure first succeeded in creating an innovative milieu, providing incentives to 

entrepreneurs to stay in the region and there develop their NBTFs. After the success of these 
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NBTFs and of their solid scientific capabilities, multinationals perceived the excellence of 

regional research centers and further established high tech industries’ R&D corporate centers 

(e.g. Xerox, Oracle, Toshiba, Microsoft, AT&T), in order to augment their knowledge base 

and capabilities (Druille and Garnsey, 2000).  In a more moderate way, even public or non-

profit R&D institutions are beginning to exploit the advantages of outward locations, 

following the same principle of home base augmenting and exploiting opportunities generated 

by high skilled human capital reservoirs in follower countries and regions. 

Thus science parks role may actually comprise different dimensions than the usually assessed 

and be an important instrument in the core of a follower region innovation strategy.  

Additionally, science parks may also contribute to the building up of social capital that will 

facilitate future cooperation between agents. 

 In sum, some of these aspects are common to both frontier and follower regions. However, 

follower regions structural deficiencies imply that the success of science parks in creating 

NBTFs is dependent upon demand pull policies creating the technological market for them. 

Furthermore, science parks may in follower regions convey a larger role in interlinking and 

articulating regional infrastructures, promoting the technological transfer from universities to 

the regional economy as a whole. Finally, besides signaling competences and attracting FDI 

R&D, science parks may constitute the bridge to join universities, firms and enhance social 

capital in terms of cooperation and interactions density, a deficitary aspect of more fragile 

Regional innovation systems. 

 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

The follower regions structural deficiencies have to be overcome through an integrated policy 

approach, balancing science push and demand pull elements. Science parks constitute an 

important instrument in the diffusions of technology and in maximizing social return on 

public R&D. However, the narrow and closed approach underlying science parks 

implementation restrains its potential in contributing to the upgrading of the regions 

economy’s technological specialization pattern. In follower facing a process of structural 

change, science parks may account as a catalytic device bridging science to economy, 

fostering interaction and the emergence of new knowledge intensive sectors. In a modern and 

integrated conception of innovation policies, we proposed that science parks be articulated 
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with a range of other organizations, creating synergies and enhancing the returns on R&D. 

Furthermore, the success of a science park may carry a demonstrative role, signaling 

competences in follower regions. This signal can attract FDI R&D, accelerating the 

knowledge building and the structural change process in follower regions, which add to its 

attractiveness considerable cost advantages. In the future, we are to extend this analysis 

through a comprehensive study of European science parks, assessing different positioning in 

the core of regional innovation policies and results. 
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